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In [3] Milnor characterized those bordism classes in the Thorn

bordism ring 91* which contain complex manifolds.1 This was done

by showing that the image of the weakly complex bordism ring 11«

under the natural ring homomorphism j'lll* —»31* is precisely (91*)2.

This paper is devoted to an extension of the above result. That is,

the image of the natural homomorphism j* III*(X) —»91*(X) is com-

puted for certain spaces X.

Conner and Floyd [l, p. 45] defined the Whitney numbers of an

element [Mn, f]2EVLn(X) as follows: Let an denote the fundamental

classes of M", wi, . . . , w„ denote the Stielfel-Whitney classes of

Mn, and let hmEHm(X; Z2). For every partition ¿1+ • • • +ik = n — m

the number defined by

(Wi.- . . .  -wik-f*(hm),o-n)EZ2

is called the Whitney number of [Mn, f]2 associated with hm. (Here

( , ) denotes the Kronecker product.) For X a CW-complex of finite

type these Whitney numbers characterize the elements of 91* (X).

For X a CW-complex of finite type let {c„,,} be an additive basis

for HH(X; Z2) for each «. Since the natural homomorphism p:^Sln(X)

—*Hn(X; Z2) defined by

ß([M»,f]2) -/,W

is onto, we may select a singular manifold f^M^—^X with/t>(<r„) =c„,<.

Define an 91*-homomorphism h:H*(X; Z2)®91* —»91*(X) by

h(cn,i®l)= [M", fi]2. For X a CW-complex of finite type h is an

isomorphism. (See [l, (17.1)].)

Now let X he a CW-complex for which the "U*-spectral sequence

collapses. By [2, (1.5)] we have that the natural map 11* (X)

->P* (X; Z) is an epimorphism. Let ß* :Pf* (X; Z)^>H* (X; Z2) he the

reduction mod 2 and let W be the image of ß* in H*(X; Z2). Let

{c0,i\ be a homogeneous basis for W. (q denotes the dimension of

cq,i.) Extend this basis to a basis of H*(X; Z2) by adding homogene-

ous basis elements \cq,j} ■ All of the elements cq¡i can be represented

by weakly complex manifolds  V\ and maps /,•: V\—*X such that
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1 All manifolds are assumed to be smooth, compact and without boundary.
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ß*(fit(ffij))=ci,» where <r£i(£i7e(Fj; Z) is the orientation class of

Vf. For the basis elements ctii we pick (nonweakly complex) mani-

folds M] and maps /,:M'—*X such that /^(o^.y) =cqj, where <r,,y

£778(M°; Z2) is the fundamental class.

Let {c«''}U {£»■''} EH*(X; Z2) be a dual basis for H*(X; Z2) such

that

(cq,i, cq,i) = 1 = (cqJ, cq,j)        for all i and j,

(c*'*> c«,»')= 0 = (c9,yj ?«,/')       f°r * F* *' and y 5¿/, and

(c«'J', cîlt) = 0 = (c"-*, cs,y)        for all i and/

Let W'EH*(X; Z2) be the subspace spanned by {c«'y}. Note that

W consists of exactly those elements x£77*(X; Z2) for which

(x, Imj8*) = 0.

Theorem 1. Let X be a CW-complex of finite type for which the 11*-

spectral sequence collapses. If [Vn,f]2 is the image of [Vn,f] under the

natural map _/* rll^X)—>9l* (X), then all the Whitney numbers of

[Vn,f]2 involving an odd w, (that is, i is odd) or a homogeneous element

xEW are zero.

Proof. The first part follows from the fact that the odd Stiefel-

Whitney classes of a weakly complex manifold are all zero.

Suppose x is a homogeneous element of W. Consider any Whitney

number (w2îl- . . . -w2ik-f*(x), <r„). Here <r„ is the mod 2 reduction

of the orientation class a'nEHn(Vn; Z); that is, ß*(o-n) =o-n. Since the

even dimensional Stiefel-Whitney classes are the mod 2 reduction of

the Chern classes [3] we may write

(w2il- . . .   ■•«,•/•(*),••,.> = (ß*(ch)-  .  .  .   -ß*(Cik)-f*(x),ß*(a:))

- (f*(x), (ß*(Cii)- ... -ß*(ctk)) n/fcW»

= </*(x),/?*((ctv cJA,»))

= {x,f^((ch ■ ■ ■ ak) r\ an))

= (x, ^/»((cíj- • • ak) r\ an)).

(Here ctl, . . . , c,t are Chern classes of Vn.) The last term is zero,

since (x, Im /3*)=0. The conclusion follows.

Theorem 2. Let X be a CW-complex of finite type. If all the Whitney

numbers of [Mn, f]2 involving an odd Wi or a homogeneous element

xEW'EH*(X; Z2) are zero, then [Mn,f]2 is in the image ofj*:<\L*(X)
-»91* (X).

Proof. By [l, (17.1)] we may write
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[M\f], = E [v7\fi]AQ% + E [Mr,f^-[B%.
5.« ?.i

We will show by induction on q that [Q]]2 contains a weakly complex

manifold and that [PJ]2 = 0. Suppose true for q<qo, and consider the

Whitney number

(wh- . . .  ■wih-f*(c"-"^o)!on),

where **+••• +4 = g,o are picked arbitrarily. By assumption this

number is zero. Now

K- . . .  ■wik-f*(cn-'">.Jo)y o-n)

=   12  (™h.Wik-(f<■*■)*(£«-*<>■>'<>), 0-n-a.i X   Oa.i)
1,i

+   Z) (Wh.Wik-(fjTr)*(cn"",'k),0-n-a,jXo-o,j).
a,i

All terms for which q>qo are zero by dimensional considerations.

Since all the terms involving q<qo are Whitney numbers of weakly

complex manifolds (by the induction hypothesis), they are also all

zero. Hence this sum reduces to

E  <W,V   . . .   ■■Wik-(fiT)*(cn-'«>-j°), O-n-m.i X   O-g0,i)
i

+  S («V  - - .  •w.v(/ix)*(c"-*"'*>), o-n-„„j X <7SOl)).
i

All the terms of these sums are zero except for the term in which

j=jo- That is, the only nonzero term is

(wh- . . .  ■Wik-(fhTv)*(cn-"^), <7„_90,y0 X <rSOlJo).

But this term is equal to the product

(/;o(c"~<",'y°), fftt-uJ,)•<»<»•  • • •  ■■»ik, o-q„j,) =  <JV . • .  •  Vik, <r30,y0),

where the vis are the Stiefel-Whitney classes of B¿°. But by assump-

tion this Whitney number is zero for any partition (ii, . . . , ik) with

ii+ ■ • • +ik = qo (since en_«o.¿o is in W). Hence [Pj0°]2 = 0. Since X

is of finite type, there are only a finite number of choices forjo- Hence

the same argument shows that [P°°]2 = 0 for all j.

Now consider the Whitney number

(«V . .. •w,v/*(c"-<'<''<°),<7„),

where at least one of the wis has i odd. By assumption this number

is zero. The above argument shows that
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<«V . . .  •W,v/*(cB~""<0), <r») = (»<r • • •  ■»<*, <rî0..-0),

where the t»<'s are the Stiefel-Whitney classes of Q¡°. Since this num-

ber is zero for any partition (ii, . . . , ik) with ii+ • ■ • +ik = qo for

which some i, (1 a?"^) is odd, it follows from Milnor [3] that [Q^\2

contains a weakly complex manifold.

We have shown that we may write

[Mn,f]^j2[vr,fi]2-[Q%,
a.«

where the V?~* are weakly complex manifolds and the [Gj]2 contain

weakly complex manifolds. It follows that [Mn, f]2 is in the image of

j I'M (X)—*3l (X). This completes the proof.

In conclusion we have proven the following:

Theorem. For X a CW-complex of finite type for which the ^-spec-

tral sequence collapses we have

Im/* = A(Im/8* ® (3l*)2) C 9l*(X),

where h is the isomorphism 77* (X; Z2)<g>9l*—>î5l*(X).
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